Public Works Commissioner Derek Gabriel
On “Inside the Cabinet” on July 12

U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS — Public Works Commissioner Derek Gabriel will host “Inside the Cabinet” at 6 p.m. Tuesday, July 12, to take questions and discuss issues live with residents.

Commissioner Gabriel will talk about several major road projects that DPW has recently completed; upcoming road and capital improvement projects, the next round of road projects set to begin across the Territory and other issues relevant to his department.

“Inside the Cabinet” is broadcast at 6 p.m. on Wednesdays on the Government House Facebook page – facebook.com/GovernmentHouseUSVI – and during the live feed of the Virtual Town Hall program, residents can ask the host questions through the “Comments” section of the livestream.

Residents who have a question they would like to be addressed on “Inside the Cabinet” also can send an email in advance of the broadcast to GovernmentHouse@go.vi.gov and put “Inside the Cabinet” in the subject line.

Copies of all “Inside the Cabinet” programs are archived at facebook.com/GovernmentHouseUSVI.

The Bryan-Roach Administration is committed to investing in the Territory’s people, infrastructure and future through transparency, stabilizing the economy, restoring trust in the government and ensuring that recovery projects are completed as quickly as possible. Visit transparency.vi.gov
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